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Blockchain Applications in Supply Chains, Transport and Logistics: A 
Systematic Review of the Literature 
*Btd PePqk Pkqdqhud orkkqhu eoevqmto ehv thvrdukteE Fk:hutqkd    :oWoBeth ePPEtoeut:h th 
drPPE9 oBet n :Ntdutod ehv ukehdP:ku meheNqmqhu. q o:hvrou e d9duqmeuto kq@tqw :F uBq 
Etuqkeurkq ehv Ft    meth oErduqkd th uBq o:Sotueut:h eheE9dtdn  ,mqE9 *qoBh:E on 	krdun
*kevqn ,hv *keoqebEtuy*kehdPekqho. 
:k qeoB oErduqn ,  ,dqv :h uBq P::E :F ekutoEqd 
thoErvqv th tun wq ePPE9 eh thvrout@q mquB:v :F kqed:hthN ehv vtdordd uBq qmqkNthN uBqmqd 
ehv ePPEtoeut:hd   :oWoBethd F:k drPPE9 oBethdn :Ntdutod ehv ukehdP:ku. q o:hoErvq 
vtdorddthN uBq meth uBqmqd F:k Frurkq kqdqekoh    :oWoBeth uqoBh:E:N9 ehv tud 
ePPEtoeut:h th thvrduk9 ehv dqk@toqd.
lqw:kvd, :oWoBet n rPPE9 oBet n :Ntdutodn kehdP:kun 9duqmeuto kq@tqw
1. Introduction
ythoq uBq th@qhut :oWoBeth ehv uBq thuk:vrout:h uo:th t eWe :u: 
eWe :u: i Btd vqoqhukeEtdqv ehv ukrduEqdd PqqkSu:SPqq iY qoBh:E:N9 Bed o q :hq 
:F uBq e :k ukehd eut@q F:koqd t thqdd ehv td q ouqv u tvqE9 ev:Puq kt:rd 
thvrduk9 ehv dqk@toq dqou:kd hdtut oqhu drk@q9d :F thvrduk9 q kud ehv drPPE9 oBeth 
ehv E:Ntdutod eheNqkd d  eh thoEtheut:h u: ev:Pu :oWoBeth uqoBh:E dPqoteEE9 th uBq 
o:huq  :F drPPE9 oBethd e o eddq hv yoBeud hv ukehdP:ku ehv E:Ntdutod 
kuqk ehv l q@q q ekq dutEE th uBq qekE9 dueNqd :F rhE:oWthN uBq ukrq P:uqhuteE :F 
:oWoBeth uqoBh:E:N9 th NE E drPPE9 oBethd hv E:Ntdutod ehv ukehdP:ku :Pqkeut:hd BtEq 
uBqkq td dutEE d q B9Pq drkk:rhvthN uBq ePPEtoeut :oWoBethd  e BtEq q tNBu  d q 
9qekd e e  uBq eoureE o qkoteEtdeut :oWoBethd Bq Frurkq F:k uBtd uqoBh:E:N9 
E::Wd tdt ::kq
Aoevq to PePqkd :h uBq u:Pto :oWoBethd th drPPE9 oBet :Ntdutod ehv ukehdP:ku 
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:rkheEd kq eth doekoq q@q tuB thokqedthN thuqkqdu th uBq u:Pto u td @qk9 EtWqE9 uBeu th uBq 
o thN 9qekd q tEE tuhqdd e dPtWq th uBq hutu9 :oWoBet toeut:hd :FFqkthN @ekt:rd 
ePPEtoeut:hd :F uBtd uqoBh:E:N9 F:k drPPE9 oBethd :Ntdutod ehv ukehdP:ku Btd :@q qhu Bed 
eEkqe d q@tvqhoq k :F PePqkd tdBqv kqoqhuE9 uBeu Pk:@tvq e B:Etduto 
@tq  :h uBq Frurkq :oWoBeth uqoBh:E:N9 F:k drPPE9 oBet eheNq qhu :k q PEq dBqukt 
qd e rEutPEq oedq du quB:v u: th@qdutNeuq uBq t Peou :F uBq :oWoBeth :h @ekt:rd 
qout@qd :F drPPE9 oBet eheNq qhu vthN drooqddFrE thvrduk9 oedqd ed q PEqd F:k 
qeo qout@q e kt qu eE :kq uBq et kktqkd u: ev:Put :oWoBethd ehv 
qdPqoteEE9 d eku o:hukeoud u: FrEFtE drduethe q drPPE9 oBet eheNq qhu N:eEd theEE oB 
e tEe vq e o PkqBqhdt@q kq@tq :oWoBeth durvtqd th :Pqkeut:hd ehv 
drPPE9 oBet eheNq qhu ehv uBq P:uqhuteE ePPEtoeut :oWoBethd th uBtd FtqE hoErvthN 
th@qhu eheNq qhu ue eNNkqNeut :hukeout rPPE9 oBeth ktd eheNq qhu ehv 
drduethe q drPPE9 oBet eheNq qhu : he q e Fq vvtut:h u: uBq eF:kq qhut:hqv 
eoevq to toeut:hd hvrduk9 ehv uB:rNBu EqevqkdBtP PePqkd tdBq :PSutqk o:hdrEuthN 
Ft d droB ed Molthdq olthdq qE:tuuq thvhqk ehv Ceth  Ye o eddq
ehv yoBeud hv Ukhdu e kq Pe@thN uBq e9 F:k eoevq tod ehv 
Pk:Fqddt:heEd thu: uBq :kE :oWoBethd
:oWoBethd ehv :uBqk ev@ehoqv uqoBh:E:Ntqd droB ed uBq nhuqkhqu :F *BthNd hv 
ekutFtoteE thuqEEtNqhoq ekq Pkqvtouqv u: kePtvE9 ukehd  drPPE9 oBethd kehdP:ku ehv E:Ntdutod
eNrtkq qu eE t  mrhedqWekeh qu eE BtEq uBqkq ekq e 
k :F rdq oedqd eEkqev9 q duthN th uBq thvrduk9 uBeu kq@qeE uBq Btvvqh ukehd eut@q qkd 
:oWoBeth uqoBh:E:N9 droB ed thokqedqv drPPE9 oBeth ukehdPekqho tNBu ukeoWt ekktqk 
kvthN ehv M Etu9 ed e yqk@toq kuqk ehv l oB e tEe  2edq9 ehv 
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0 Btd PePqk et d u: o:hukt q u: uBqdq euuq Pud @tq thN uBq Eeuqdu eoevq to 
vq uqd  thvrduk9 rdq oedqd ehv P:ddt q Frurkq ukqhvd uBeu tNBu q qkNq th uBtd et
*: eoBtq@q uBtd qout@q q Be@q evq eh euuq Pu u: ehd qk uBq F:EE thN kqdqekoB 
dut:hd,  0Beu td uBq Eeuqdu Pk:Nkqdd evq Bq dotqhutFto Etuqkeurkq u: q thq uBq ev:Put:h 
ehv t PEq qhueut :oWoBeth uqoBh:E:N9 th drPPE9 oBethd :Ntdutod ehv ukehdP:ku 
:Pqkeut:hd t Beu ekq d q :F uBq Wq9 EqvNq ekqed th drPPE9 oBet :Ntdutod ehv 
ukehdP:ku durvtqd uBeu :oWoBethd oeh o:hukt q u tt Beu ekq d q :F uBq Wq9 kqdqekoB 
dut:hd u  evvkqddqv th qeo EqvNq ekqe BtoB Frurkq ePPEtoeut:hd ehv kqdqekoB 
dukqe d oe  qh@tdeNq :oWoBethd th drPPE9 oBethd ehv E:Ntdutod edtvq F  uBq orkkqhu 
rdq oedqd  
*Bq Pkqdqhu PePqk td :kNehtdqv ed F:EE d tkdu q Pk:@tvq eh :@qk@tq :oWoBeth 
uqoBh:E:N9 ehv tud eth Fqeurkqd q q vtdordd uBq qu q rdqv u: tvqhutF9 kqEq@ehu 
eoevq to toeut:hd uBeu vtdordd uBq ePPEtoeut :oWoBethd th drPPE9 oBethd kehdP:ku :k 
E:Ntdutod  0q rdq eh thvrout@q ePPk:eoB u: kq@qeE uBq eth kqdqekoB dukqe d kehFtqE qh9q  
ehv y eku iff  yqrkthN ehv m:E  0q uqk ehv 0eud eWq eh tuqkeut@q ePPk:eoB 
u: oeuqN:ktdq uBq eth kqdqekoB oErduqkd ektdt  :rk eheE9dqd hv qEe uq :h uBq
eooqddthN evvtut:heE kqEq@ehu kqd:rkoqd ehv rdq oedqd : tvqhutF9 uBq eth oErduqkd th :rk 
tvqhutFtqv P::E :F ekutoEqd q o:hvrou o:Sotueut:h hqu :kW eheE9dtd e thN uBq oErduqkd :F 
ekutoEqd ePPqekt  uBq o:Sotueut:h eheE9dtd q vtdordd uBq eth uBq qd th qeoB oErduqk ehv 
uBqtk kqEq@ehoq u: uBq Etuqkeurkq ehv Frurkq kqdqekoB th uBtd et q o:hoErvq vthN 
t PEtoeut:hd F:k Frurkq kqdqekoB ehv ePPEtoeut:hd :oWoBethd th drPPE9 oBethd :Ntdutod ehv 
ukehdP:ku
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2. How Do Blockchains Work?
2.1. Blockchains: Key features
:oWoBethd ekq edd:oteuq tu uo:th ehv :uBqk ok9Pu:orkkqhotqd droB ed UuBqkq  ehv 
gtPPEq  q@q  tu dB:rE  q PBedtdqv uBeu ok9Pu:orkkqhotqd ekq e u :oWoBethd 
e :oWoBethd ekq e q u: q du thvqPqhvqhuE9 :F eh9 ok9Pu:orkkqhotqd kqqhdPe Bqkq 
ekq qk:rd d:rkoqd uBeu q et :oWoBethd :kW th dt PEq uqoBhtoeE EehNreNq qq 
e e ruu  nehdtut qkq q q eth uBq uqoBh:E Bthv 
:oWoBethd ehv uBq eth Fqeurkqd :oWoBethd ed e dtd F:k eddqddthN ePPEtoeut:hd th drPPE9 
oBethd :Ntdutod ehv ukehdP:ku
:oWoBethd ekq EqvNqkd uBeu kqo:kv ukehdeout:hd th e ukrduEqdd qh@t qhu ehv ekq 
Pk:uqouq Bq dotqhoq :F ok9Pu:Nke  Fthtuq dqu :F ukehdeout:hd td PEeoqv :h qeo :o
BtoB td Pk:uqouq NtueE dtNheurkqd ehv ok9Pu:NkePBto BedB Frhout:hd dthN uBq BedB :F uBq 
t qvteuq Pkqoqvt :o Bq hq :o eWqd e Et tuB uBtd Pkqoqvt :o tuB 
:oWoBeth uqoBh:E:N9 uBqkq td h: hqqv F:k e uBtkv Peku9 u: @qktF9 uBq ukehdeout:hd  thvqq Btd 
@qktFtoeut:h td vqoqhukeEtdqv ehv Pq q Bq h:vqd o:hhqouqv u: qeo :o  h:vq td e 
oEtqhu :h uBq :oWoBeth uBeu Bed e o:P9 :F uBq de q :oWoBeth ehv oeh evv veue u: uBq 
:oWoBet : okqeuq e @eEtv vtNtueE dtNheurkq F:k qeoB rdq :oWoBeth uBeu oehh:u  F:kNq
qeoB rdqk td Nt@qh e to Wq9 ehv e Pkt@euq Wq dutvtd ehv aq@qudtWt:utd vq 
FrkuBqk vquetEd  rdqkd :oWoBethd thuqkeou ehv kqeoB o:hdqhdrd q :F uBq eth 
Fqeurkqd :oWoBethd ekq uBeu uBq9 ekq t rue q kehdPekqhu qorkq oqhukeEtdq
tkkq@qkdt q e dqv :h o:hdqhdrd oB e tEe Bqdq Fqeurkqd Pk:@tvq e kehNq :F 
ev@ehueNqd ehv d q vtdev@ehueNqd F:k uBq ePPEtoeut :oWoBethd Bto q tEE vtdordd th 
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uBq F:EE hN dqout:hd
nh evvtut:h u: uBq e :oWoBethd :FFqk e k :F rht  :PP:kurhtutqd droB ed uBq 
rdq :F d eku o:hukeoud ehv u:Wqhtdeut:h :F eddqud eku o:hukeoud qkq Ftkdu Pk:P:dqv t
e hv Eeuq oe q P:PrEek ed e EuSth Fqeurkq :h uBq * ehv UuBqkq  
:oWoBethd Bq UuBqkq :oWoBeth dPqotFtoeEE9 Pk:@tvqd uBq qehd u: vq@qE:P ordu tdqv 
ehv d eku o:hukeoud ehv td k uBq :du o :hE9 rdqv PEeu  F:k d eku o:hukeoud eku 
o:hukeoud ekq Pk:u:o:Ed :oWoBeth uBeu ekq q oruqv eru eutoeEE eoBthq tF uBq uq d :F 
uBq o:hukeou ekq qu ehhq eku o:hukeoud o:rE  uBq :du tdthN Fqeurkq :F 
:oWoBethd ed uBq9 eru euq ukehdFqkd ehv Pe qhud :F orkkqho9 ehv :uBqk eddqud hdtut
ehv :h PePqk uBq9 oeh kqPEeoq eh9 Wthv :F FthehoteE eNkqq qhu koruu q@qkuBqEqdd eku 
o:hukeoud Be@q uBqtk dBekq :F thevq otqd e qeWhqddqd hoErvthN uBq hqqv F:k eh 
thuq qvtek9 th uBq kqeE :kEv F:k q qkheE @eEtveut oB ehv tEe hv dqorktu9 
tddrqd ehv uBqFu koruu Beu eWq uBq  e BtNBSktdW oB:toq hq dPqotFto ePPEtoeut:h :F 
d eku o:hukeoud td u:Wqhd uBeu kqPkqdqhu u:Wqhtdqv eddqud :k rutEtutqd uBeu oe  ukevqv :h 
:oWoBethd :k vqoqhukeEtdqv ePPd AYYd :oWoBeth EtWq UuBqkq :Wqhd
UuBqk uBq ok9Pu:orkkqho9 :F uBq UuBqkq :oWoBet e  uBq qehd F:k uBq hqk :F uB:dq 
u:Wqhd u: eooqdd e oqkueth u9Pq :F dqk@toq :k eddqu droB ed ktNBud u: uBq Pk:vrout ekqB:rdthN 
oePeotu9 :F e drPPEtqk F:k e Nt@qh Pqkt:v :F ut q :kq t eut:h :h uBtd oe  F:rhv th Me  
2.2. Blockchain: Implementation, values and impact
2.2.1. Implementation
:oWoBethd Nrekehuqq e dthNEq @qkdt:h :F ukruB th e ukrduEqdd qh@t qhu eok:dd @ekt:rd qhututqd 
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:k eNqhud B: Be@q eooqdd u: uBtd vqoqhukeEtdqv EqvNq oWc M Eq :oBc ehv lt  
FrEE Etdu :F n* :oWoBeth ekutFeoud dukt qv EqvNqkdc o:hdqhdrd qoBehtd dc qhok9Put:h 
qoBehtd dc d eku o:hukeoud ehv t rue q ervtu uketEd hv uBqtk vqdoktPut:hd ekq thoErvqv th 
ar qu eE  Bq Etuqkeurkq :h uBq eoureE t PEq qhueut :oWoBeth uqoBh:E:N9 th 
thvrduk9 ehv tud t PEtoeut:hd Et tueut:hd td dutEE doekoq r qu eE oW qu eE Brdc 
thdtNBud  uBq drooqdd ehv FetErkq :oWoBeth t PEq qhueut qoud ekq Et tuq
q@qkc tu dB:rE  h:uqv uBeuc d: Fekc kqP:kuqv FetErkq keuqd :F dro qoud ekq BtNB ehv th 
if1Kc :ru :oWoBet qoudc :hE qkq kqP:kuqv u  drooqddFrE hq
:oWoBeth uqoBh:E:N9 Bed d: Fek qh qh@tdeNqv u  t PEq qhuqv t eoBthqSu:S
eoBthq o::kvtheut:h uBk:rNB n:* dutvtd ehv aq@qudtWt:utd : okqeuq 
vqoqhukeEtdqv qEqouk:hto ekWquPEeoqd ehte : he q e Fq  ePPEtoeut:hd
y q :F uBq Pk:P:dqv ev@ehueNqd :F t PEq qhut :oWoBeth uqoBh:E:N9 th :kNehtdeut:hd ehv 
drPPE9 hqu :kWd thoErvq thokqedqv dPqqv :F veue ehv FthehoteE ukehdeout:hdc t Pk:@qv dqorktu9 :F 
dBekqv veuec vtNtutdqv eddqud ehv e kqvroq k :F thuq qvtektqd ethE9 vrq u: qhe qkd droB 
ed d eku o:hukeoud eku o:hukeoud dPqotFtoeEE eWq q orut:h :F Ptqoqd :F d:Fu ekq :h uBq 
:oWoBeth hqu :kW P:ddt q :hoq uBq o:hvtut:hd qhut:hqv :h uBq d:Fu ekq ekq qu ruqkth 
Brdc d eku o:hukeoud qhe q eru :rd ukehdeout:hd ehv uBq ukevq :F vtNtueE eddqud :k 
ktNBud u: e uehNt q :k thuehNt q eddqu th uBq  :F u:Wqhdc t PEq qhuqv uBk:rNB eru :rd 
o:hukeoud e
2:hdtvqkthN uBq ev@ehueNqd :F t PEq qhut :oWoBet qoudc thoErvthN eru euthN 
ukehdeout:hd ehv o:hukeoud ehv kqvrothN thuq qvtektqdc NE E drPPE9 hqu :kWd ehv uBq E:Ntdutod 
:Pqkeut:hd tu rEutPEq eNqhud tuBth uBq  ekq vqq qv u  uBq du rdq oedq :oWoBethd 
r qu eE f1.  Ye o rWc Meddq9c ehv yoBeud r qu eE  drNNqdu e k :F 
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7
vqotdt:h krEqd uBeu dB:rEv bq o:hdtvqkqv bqF:kq t PEq qhuthN bE:oWoBet qoud Bqdq ekq, t
o:hdtvqkthN thokq qhueE oBehNqd keuBqk uBeh kevtoeE vtdkrPut:hd u: :Pqkeut:hd b9 t PEq qhueut:h 
uqe d t @:tvthN rdq oedqd tuB EekNq e :rhud :F veue ehv ukehdeout:hd ed uBtd tEE dE h 
uBq bE:oWoBeth ehv kqvroq tud qFFtotqho  e tt EvthN e de E:u t PEq qhuthN ehv 
rhvqkduehvthN uBq ktdWd :F bE:oWoBeth Pk qoud
2.2.2. dalceR ans impaht
:oWoBethd t Pqvq veue ehv ukehdeout:h Fkervd dthoq eEE ukehdeout:hd :h e bE:oW ekq 
o:huthr:rdE9 @eEtveuq  nh evvtut:hc uBq rdq :F d eku o:hukeoud tuB h: oqhukeEtdqv qhutu
behWd :k E:Ntdutod dqk@toq Pk:@tvqkd : o:huk:E :Pqkeut:hdc thokqedqd uBq ukehdPekqho9 :F 
ukehdeout:hd ehv uBqkqF:kq ukrdu e :hN eNqhud :h uBq bE:oWoBeth hqu uehuthtvqdc 
qhFktvdd:hc ehv YekWq :oWoBethd oeh BqEP Pk:uqou b:uB vtNtueE ehv thF eut:h eddqud 
 bqthN o:Ptqvc du:Eqh :k thFkthNqvc uBqkqb9 evvthN u: uBq ukrdu Eq@qEd e :hN eNqhud :h uBq 
bE:oWoBet oW qu eE  yuqththNq Bq thokqedqv ukehdPekqho9 ehv ukeoqebtEtu9 
qhebEqv b9 t PEq qhuthN bE:oWoBethd oeh BqEP kqd:E@q vtdPruqd b9 F:EE thN uBq ervtu uketE :F 
ukehdeout:hd :k b9 qhdrkthN uBeu uq d qhut:hqv th o:hukeoud ekq FrEE9 t PEq qhuqv :hoq eEE uBq 
o:hvtut:hd :h d eku o:hukeoud Be@q bqq qu euqc C:Bhdu:hqc ehv tqEu  yBeFtqt m:Ec yuqthc 
ehv A@tueE
dq :F bE:oWoBethd tdqd t Pk:@qv kqNrEeu:k9 o PEtehoqc thokqedqv dPqqv th 
ukehdeout:hd ehv E:oeE ehv thuqkheut:heE q BehNqdc ehv vtNtutdqv eddqud F:k qedq :F ukevqc 
qdPqoteEE9 th NE:beE drPPE9 hqu :kWd ePdo:uu ehv *ePdo:uu rkuBq :kqc uBq b9SPk:vrou 
:F bE:oWoBethdc ok9Pu:orkkqhotqdc okqeuqd :PP:kurhtutqd u: FeotEtueuq YiY ukehdeout:hd e :hq9 
ukehdFqk th e NE:beE ukevq qh@t qhu uehuthtvqd qhFktvdd:hc ehv YekWq Bq 
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o btheut:h :F eddqu vtNtutdeut:hc d eku o:hukeoud ehv ok9Pu:orkkqhotqd okqeuqd e ukevq 
qh@t qhu Fkqq :F thuq qvtektqd B FrEE ukehdPekqho9 ehv ukrdu e :hN eh9 Nk:rP :F 
dueWqB:Evqkd th@:E@qv th uBq ukevq
3. Method
0q Eq@qkeNqv eh thvrout@q ePPk:eo kehFtqEvc aqh9qkc ehv y eku 2003; Seuring and Gold 
2012; Webster and Watson 2002) to conduct a systematic literature review of the publications in 
blockchain and supply chain logistics and transport. Seuring and Gold (2012) suggest a two-step 
approach where the basic categories (or clusters) are developed based on theory and then each 
category is discussed and refined inductively. Since the studies surrounding the topic of the 
current literature review are in their early stages and there are no existing theories to categorise 
the literature based on them, we used the clusters emerging from co-citation analysis of the 
literature to conduct our inductive elaboration on each emerging cluster from the literature.
Thus, we conducted the systematic literature review by following these steps (Bryman 
2012; Hart 1998): (1) source identification, (2) source selection, (3) source evaluation and (4) 
data analysis. The main reason we opted for a systematic literature review was to minimise the 
selection bias in reviewing the pertinent literature to the subject matter, which benefits from a 
recursive and iterative process of selecting and refining keywords and the searched academic 
resources to be incorporated within the review process (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2009). It 
should be noted that in the case of blockchain publications on supply chain logistics and 
transport, the keyword selection and filtering was less complicated than in more developed 
knowledge areas in supply chain logistics and transport (e.g., see Davarzani et al. 2016; 
Fahimnia et al. 2015). Using the systematic literature review framework, we explain below how 
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the keyword selection and source evaluation and analysis were conducted.
3.1. Source identification and selection
Given the scarcity of the literature and our intention to achieve maximum coverage of the current 
academic publications on the topic, we initially opted for both Scopus and ISI Web of 
Knowledge to search for relevant journal publications. To conduct the source search, we used an 
advanced search tool and two-level keywords with level one consisting of Blohkh n, 
siRtSiBctes lesyeS and RmaSt hontSaht, while level two included RcpplC h n, loyiRtihR and 
tSanRpoSt. The search continued until the end of October 2018.
The Web of Knowledge title search resulted in 61 records (38 journal articles) and the 
topih search resulted in 20 records (14 journal articles) with 10 out of 14 journal articles already 
appearing in the title search. The title, aBRtSaht and keCToSsR search on Scopus resulted in 132 
records (48 journal articles). A comparison of the results of the two search engines enabled us to 
conclude that the Scopus search results completely covered the Web of Knowledge search 
outcomes and introduced more academic resources. Therefore, we used the Scopus search results 
to conduct our bibliometric and network analysis. 
Next we refined the 132 results and only chose journal articles that included aStihle, 
aStihle in pSeRR and SeLieT aStihleR (a total of 48 journal articles). To ensure the relevance of the 
48 articles to the blockchain and supply chain, logistics and transport studies, each of the co-
authors independently reviewed the articles to filter out irrelevant articles. Figure 1 shows the 
word cloud extracted from the index keywords of the 48 articles.
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Figure 1. Word cloud of the most fre nt keywords used in the pool of 48 papers
3.2. Source evaluation: Bibliometric analysis
The initial bibliometric analysis of the 48 articles showed that the publication frequency was 
distributed between 2016 (two articles), 2017 (25 articles) and (October) 2018 (21 articles), a 
significant increase in the frequency of publications and interest in this topic since 2017. The 
authors with the highest number of publications were Angappa Gunasekaran (Kamble, 
Gunasekaran, and Arha 2018; Gunasekaran et al. 2018), Joseph Sarkis (Kouhizadeh and Sarkis 
2018; Saberi et al. 2018), Mahtab Kouhizadeh (Kouhizadeh and Sarkis 2018; Saberi et al. 2018) 
and Nil Kshetri (Kshetri 2018, 2017b, 2017a). The other authors had only one publication each 
in this area and could not be classified as prolific. The United States (15 articles) and China (10 
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articles) have the highest rate of publication so far with South Korea and the United Kingdom 
following with four publications each. The three most cited articles were Hofmann a ch 
(2017), Kshetri (2017b) and Sharma, Moon, a ark (2017). The InteSnational gocSnal o: 
Soschtion veReaSh with five publications contained the highest number of publications. The 
remaining journals with two or more publications included Intelliyent wCRtemR in Ahhocntiny, 
“inanhe ment (three articles),  AhheRR (two articles),  ”ommcnihationR 
ine (two articles) and InteSnational gocSnal o: nLiSonmental veReaSh cBlih (ealt  
(two articles). While the bibliometric data and their frequency are not as significant as more 
established fields of research in supply chains, logistics and transport, by conducting co-citation 
analysis we aim to shine some light on the main themes and topics that were covered in the 48 
articles.
3.3. Source analysis: Co-citation analysis
There are multiple ways of assessing similarities and extracting themes in scholarly literature, 
and each has its advantages and disadvantages an and Ding 2012; Boyack and Klavans 2010). 
Some of the main tools adopted by operations and supply chain management scholars to this end 
include citation analysis, co-citation analysis and bibliographic coupling. Co-citation analysis in 
particular has become the preferred and most common method for scholarly network analysis 
(e.g., Ben-Daya, Hassini, and Bahroun 2017; Fahimnia et al. 2019; Fahimnia, Sarkis, and 
Davarzani 2015; Khorram Niaki and Nonino 2017; u et al. 2018). Moreover, it has been found 
that co-citation analysis provides a better coverage of the literature for clustering analysis, and in 
terms of accuracy of outcomes, is very close to bibliographic coupling (Boyack and Klavans 
2010). In fact, it has been shown that bibliographic and co-citation networks are very similar 
an and Ding 2012). Thus, given the caveats of citation analysis ilkington and Meredith 
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2009) and its diminishing application in the academic literature, we opted for co-citation analysis 
to identify the main themes appearing in the field of blockchains and supply chains, transport and 
logistics. Two articles are co-cited if they are referenced by the same article (Small 1973). The 
main idea behind co-citation analysis is that as the frequency of the citations of the same two 
articles increases in a pool of pre-selected articles, the likelihood of the similarity in their topics 
increases as well (Batistič, Černe, and Vogel 2017). If two articles are co-cited more frequently 
in a pool of articles, it is more likely that they will end up in the same cluster due to a stronger 
link between them (Clauset, Newman, and Moore 2004; Leydesdorff 2011). Thus, each cluster 
represents a set of articles that has a strong two-by-two connection with each other and weaker 
connections with articles from other clusters. 
To conduct the co-citation analysis, we used the Sci2 Tool (Sci2 2009) and Gephi 0.9.11 
software packages for graph network analysis and visualisation of the co-citation network. We 
first exported the CSV format of the 48 articles we found from Scopus to Sci2 Tool and 
conducted the co-citation analysis. The co-citation network was strongly connected and had 
1,327 nodes, which represents the total number of references for all 48 articles. The network also 
had 34,004 edges which represent the number of times any two articles were co-cited. Next, we 
used Gephi to visualise the co-citation network. To develop meaningful clusters that correspond 
to a specific theme in the co-citation network, we first had to filter the network and limit the in-
degree feature of the network to a minimum threshold to eliminate isolated nodes (i.e., references 
that were not co-cited) or weakly connected nodes (i.e., references that were weakly connected to 
the network due to low co-citation frequency). Next we conducted a modularity analysis to 
assign the nodes to clusters. The modularity index can take any number between –1 and +1 
1 https://gephi.org/
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which represents the strength of links within and between clusters (see Fahimnia et al. 2015; 
Fahimnia, Sarkis, and Davarzani 2015). The modularity index of our co-citation network was 
0.649, which indicates a strong connection between nodes within clusters but not a strong 
connection between each cluster. Thus, the modularity index implies distinguishable themes in 
each cluster. Four main clusters emerged from our co-citation and modularity analysis. By using 
the Gelphi layout options we sorted and colour-coded the four clusters. Figure 2 shows the whole 
co-citation network and each cluster, respectively. To assign a theme to each cluster, each co-
author independently reviewed the articles within each cluster and suggested a theme. Usually 
each cluster has a variety of themes, but one theme is dominant and determines the overall 
direction of the cluster. Thus, after several discussions, the authors agreed on the dominant 
themes for each cluster as follows: )eh oyC )ScRt
)Sase )SaheaBilitCM)SanRpaSenhC  which we named 
ty. The proposed sequence of the clusters is based on the frequency of 
resources in each cluster. Most resources in the first cluster use keywords such as Io) or v“IQ as 
well as Blohkh n or RcpplC h n in their title or index keywords (if the resource is a journal 
article). Since IoT and RFID imply the use of sensors technology, we labelled this cluster 
)eh oyC. Most resources in the second cluster use keywords such as hCBeS attahkR, hCBeS 
t eatR, hCBeS RehcSitC and tScRt. Since cyber security issues can adversely impact trust levels in 
supply chain and logistics networks, and blockchains can help alleviate this issue, we labelled 
this cluster )ScRt. Most resources in the third cluster use keywords such as tSase, 3ithoin, 
hSCptohcSSenhC and RmaSt hontSahtR. After a closer examination of the main theme of the 
resources in this cluster, we labelled it )Sase. The main theme of the fourth cluster is 
sustainability and transparency in supply networks. Looking closely at the resources included in 
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this cluster, there are many discussions revolving around blockchains ensuring the sustainable 
procurement of goods by increasing traceability of inventory data. This, in turn, increases the 
transparency of operations for both supply chain partners as well as end customers. Therefore, 
we labelled this cluster )SaheaBilitCM)SanRpaSenhC. Section 4 provides more in-depth discussions 
on each cluster and their implications for blockchain applications in supply chain, logistics and 
transport operations. 
Figure 2. Four clusters emerging from co-citation analysis of 48 articles
Technology
Trust
Trade
Traceability/ 
Transparency
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4. Blockchain Applications in Supply Chains, Logistics and Transport: The 4Ts
The 4Ts of blockchain are interconnected concepts rooted in the nature of blockchains and are 
inherently designed for non-trusting members doing business with each other. Despite this, each 
component of the 4Ts has a cluster of scientific articles behind it that offer various applications 
for supply chains. Table 1 presents the most popular and prestigious academic resources for the 
topic of each cluster. In order to choose the most prestigious papers in a cluster that contains 
hundreds of papers, we needed a measure that simultaneously considered the impoStanhe (i.e., 
the global citation count of the paper) as well as the honnehtesneRR of the paper within the cluster 
(i.e., the number of citations by paper in the cluster). A paper might be well connected within a 
cluster but it is not necessarily an important paper, which might reduce its prestige. To select 
papers for each cluster we used PageRank analysis, as originally proposed by Brin and Page 
(1998), to analyse the connectivity of web pages. The adoption of PageRank analysis for co-
citation analysis is increasing and widespread among researchers in the field of supply chain, 
logistics and transport management (Fahimnia et al. 2015; Fahimnia, Sarkis, and Davarzani 
2015; Xu et al. 2018; Davarzani et al. 2016). In the context of co-citation analysis, PageRank 
prioritises publications that have a higher global citation count as well as papers that are cited by 
these publications with high citation counts (Ding et al. 2009). Since PageRank is a probability 
distribution, it yields a number between zero and one to rank papers in each cluster with larger 
numbers showing a higher degree of importance for any cited paper. To select the top five papers 
for each cluster we first sorted them according to their PageRank scores. Considering that most 
of these articles were published recently, their PageRank scores were very small. However, using 
PageRank was helpful in selecting the top five articles in each cluster. Additionally, given that 
PageRank scores do not have any inherent value and are only used comparatively, we did not 
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include them in Table 1 but they are available upon request. We also filtered out the articles that 
did not have any particular relevance to blockchain, supply chain or transport/logistics topics. 
For example, if an article only discussed the topic of counterfeit medicine with no implications 
for associated supply chains, logistics or transport, or if it did not include the role of blockchain 
in identifying or eliminating counterfeit medicine, it was not included in Table 1. Moreover, as 
can be seen in Table 1, there can be overlaps between the clusters where the same article has 
been included in two r more clusters (e.g., Christidis and Devetsikiotis (2016) is included in 
both clusters 1 and 2). This type of overlap is a common occurrence in network analysis (Ball, 
Karrer, and Newman 2011; Palla et al. 2005) and it shows that the aforementioned articles have 
been commonly referred to in multiple research areas.
Table 1. Most notable journal articles per cluster identified by co-citation analysis
Cluster 1: Technology Cluster 2: Trust Cluster 3: Trade Cluster 4: 
Traceability/ 
Transparency
Banafa (2017) 
Ben-Daya, Hassini, and 
Bahroun (2017)
Catallini (2017)
Christidis and 
Devetsikiotis (2016)
Mackey and Nayyar 
(2017)
Casey and Wong 
(2017)
Christidis and 
Devetsikiotis (2016)
Kshetri (2017b)
Mainelli (2017)
Meng et al. (2018)
Aitzhan and Svetinovic 
(2018)
B  t al. (2015)
Davidson, De Filippi, 
and Potts (2016)
Kang et al. (2017)
Mengelkamp et al. 
(2018)
Gualandris et al. (2015)
Kshetri (2018)
Kouhizadeh and Sarkis 
(2018)
Mol (2015)
Saberi et al. (2018)
-ote: Articles are organised alphabetically by author.
In the )eh oyC cluster there are a number of articles that focus on IoT–blockchain 
(Banafa 2017; Catallini 2017; Christidis and Devetsikiotis 2016), IoT–supply chain (Ben-Daya, 
Hassini, and Bahroun 2017) or IoT–blockchain–supply chain in the context of the 
pharmaceutical industry (Mackey and Nayyar 2017). In the )ScRt cluster, the articles presented in 
Table 1 represent supply chain–trust or blockchain–trust topics. The main themes in these 
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articles are trust and accountability in supply chains (i.e., supply chain–trust) (Casey and Wong 
2017), the application of blockchains in a trustless context (i.e., blockchain–trust) (Christidis and 
Devetsikiotis 2016), avoiding cyber attacks using blockchains (i.e., blockchain–trust) (Kshetri 
2017b; Meng et al. 2018) and addressing the trust issue by using blockchains for proof of 
identity (blockchain–trust) (Mainelli 2017). Overall in this cluster, we could not find an article 
that directly examined how the use of distributed ledger technology can affect the issue of trust 
in supply chains. The articles in the )Sase cluster in Table 1 mainly discuss energy trade in 
utilities supply networks using blockchains (Aitzhan and Svetinovic 2018; Mengelkamp et al. 
2018; Kang et al. 2017) and the use of cryptocurrency and Bitcoin in trade and economics 
 al. 2015; Davidson, De Filippi, and Potts 2016). While Gualandris et al. (2015) and 
Mol (2015) focus on supply chain sustainability through accountability and transparency in the 
)SaheaBilitCM)SanRpaSenhC cluster, Kouhizad h and Sarkis (2018), Saberi et al. (2018) and 
Kshetri (2018) specifically investigate the role of blockchains in ensuring sustainability and 
increasing transparency in supply chains.
Below we elaborate on the discussion of the 4Ts and their current and future applications 
in supply chains, logistics and transport. Considering that academic studies of blockchain 
applications in these areas are still scarce, most resources cited in the discussion of the 4Ts are 
media pieces, industry and thought leadership papers, and industrial blogposts, which are not 
included in Table 1; however, we use them for elaboration. In discussing each cluster, we have 
incorporated two sub-categories where we specifically elaborate on the relevance of the cluster 
to either supply chain management or transport and logistics management.
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4.1. Technology
N.1.1. veleLanhe to RcpplC h n manayement
One of the most important aspects of blockchain application is their interface with the physical 
world, which requires the right tools and technology such as IoT (Christidis and Devetsikiotis 
2016; Catallini 2017). IoT is a term that is used to describe interconnected sensing devices that 
can share information on a common platform, enabling innovative applications (Gubbi et al. 
2013). Some of the main enabling technologies behind IoT are RFID tags, Wireless Sensor 
Networks, and data analysis and visualisation platforms (for more information on IoT elements 
see Gubbi et al. 2013).
Despite the wide applications of IoT devices in supply chains (Fan et al. 2015; Rong et al. 
2015; Ben-Daya, Hassini, and Bahroun 2017), the high costs of maintaining centralised IoT 
systems in supply chains (Christidis and Devetsikiotis 2016) and the security concerns 
surrounding IoT devices such as RFID-enabled products (Yao et al. 2016) that could easily 
breach the critical manufacturing information of supply chains or the personal information of 
users, there is a perfect case for the application of trustless and P2P blockchain networks.
Blockchains arguably help with the connectivity and capacity issues of IoT systems by 
facilitating new devices that identify and authenticate each other so that the network is able to 
extend to billions of devices without any intermediary servers becoming a bottleneck in the 
process (Dickson 2016). In addition, blockchains are considered to record IoT devices’ 
configurations by storing their cryptographic hashes (Kumar 2017). An example of the 
application of blockchains for IoT systems is delivering messages between devices on a 
blockchain where each message is treated similarly to a transaction (Banafa 2017). Smart 
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contracts are used in this instance to verify and allow actions by the devices, and any out of the 
ordinary message will not activate the functions of the smart contract, thereby increasing the 
security of the IoT platform.
One commonly applied aspect of pairing IoT devices on blockchain networks is the 
identification and elimination of counterfeit medicine using a mix of RFID, analytics and 
blockchains (Mackey and Nayyar 2017). According to the World Health Organization (WHO), 
in 2017 alone, counterfeit drugs had a significant hare of the pharmaceutical market in 
low- and middle-income countries (WHO 2018). The importance of eliminating the counterfeit 
drug supply chain is a matter of controlling the adverse effects of these drugs on patients’ non-
treatment, resistance to drugs and death (Mackey and Liang 2011).
N.1.2. veleLanhe to loyiRtihR ans tSanRpoSt manayement
One way of using tracking tools and blockchains in transport and logistics is to couple them with 
smart contracts that can facilitate payments to suppliers or 3PLs once they fulfil their tasks such 
as delivering goods to a warehouse or to a port in a predefined specification (e.g., quality and 
quantity). For instance, the RFID tracking device at a buyer’s warehouse is directly connected to 
the blockchain and once it receives the cargo from the supplier, it checks if the agreed quantity is 
delivered, and if there are no other conditions to be met (e.g., deliveries undergoing quality 
assessments and approved by the buyer), the smart contract can automatically release the 
payment to the supplier.
Another implication of coupling IoT with blockchain technology is better control of 
physical environment characteristics (e.g., temperature and pressure) provided by the fleet for 
perishable food products or biopharmaceutical products, which has been give old 
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chain’. A successful case of such technology use is IBM’s Hyperledger Fabric blockchain for the 
vaccine cold chain to connect all stakeholders in the vaccine supply chain including 
manufacturers, public health hosting organisations and authorities, and audit and regulatory 
organisations that can gain instant access to the location, status and conditions under which 
vaccines have been prepared and distributed (Fish and Barnard 2018). Smart contracts can be 
used across this cold chain to ensure that desirable conditions are maintained during 
manufacturing and transportation as well as issuing warning signs in case the sensors report any 
abnormalities in handling vaccines across the cold chain. Similarly, in 2017, Walmart filed a 
patent for drones using blockchains for last mile delivery. The main idea behind this technology 
is a Blohkh n isenti:ieS associated with a delivery box and an encrypted key that can 
authenticate an approaching drone, automatically unlock the box and accept the package from 
the drone (Hackett 2017). The same principle could be used to make last mile delivery more 
flexible and customised to consumer needs such as deliveries to houses or cars or designated 
boxes for consumers using a blockchain identifier and encrypted key.
Using IoT technology in transportation fleet and inter-vehicle communications usually 
exposes the fleet to a range of security risks, such as the recent hack of Jeep Cherokee digital 
systems where the central system of the car was remotely controlled by hackers, jeopardising 1.4 
million similar products from this manufacturer (Greenberg 2016). Blockchain technology can 
provide a secure and decentralised system to secure the privacy of users as well the security of 
inter-vehicle communications (for more details, see Dorri et al. 2017). 
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4.2. Trust
N.2.1. veleLanhe to RcpplC h n manayement
Trust and trustworthiness in supply chains affect information sharing and forecasting accuracy 
nd Chen 2011), which in turn play a pivotal role in 
matching supply and demand in supply chains. One issue that can decrease the level of trust in 
supply chains is the cybersecurity of supply chain members. Cybersecurity has become one of 
the biggest challenges for global supply chains in recent years (Massimino, Gray, and Lan 2018; 
Kache and Seuring 2017). In the most recent 5loBal viRk vepoSt by the World Economic Forum 
(WEF) (Collins 2018), cyber attacks along with extreme weather are categorised as the most 
disruptive risk categories threatening societies and global businesses. The WEF also estimates 
that the prevalence and negative financial impacts of cyber attacks are increasing rapidly. 
Blockchain technology can contribute to strengthening the security of supply chain data flows 
and the IoT data generated in the end-to-end supply chain. The latter can be achieved by 
decentralising the currently centralised cloud network that is used to manage the operations of 
IoT devices and controlling the types of data that are shared on blockchain and between supply 
chain tiers. One major issue with having a centralised cloud system for all IoT devices within a 
supply chain is its susceptibility to cyber attacks that can make supply chain services unavailable 
until the cyber issue is eliminated. Using blockchain technology, the transactions between IoT 
devices are protected by cryptography and are verified to ensure the originator of the message is 
not a malware or external intermediary (Kshetri 2017b; Kumar 2017). Other ways of increasing 
trust in multi-tier supply chains include providing proof of identity and enabling supply chain 
members to record, validate and track transactions in their supply chain. The function behind this 
is called Mutual Distribut iorganizational databases with a 
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super audit trail’ (Mainelli 2017, 4). MDLs in supply chains will ultimately make the storage and 
transfer of signed documents secure, thereby increasing trust among all members in the 
blockchain. Another example of using blockchains to create trusted identity networks is a 
company called Securekey who collaborated with IBM in 2017 to create a secure digital identity-
sharing platform on IBM’s blockchain that enables customers to share their trusted credentials 
with their chosen organisations, which saves on time and the costs of identity verification (Kirk-
Douglas and Haswell 2017).
Conflicting objectives or a lack of aligned goals in supply chains, especially between 
buyers and suppliers, is another factor that deteriorates trust in supply chains (Sinha, Whitman, 
and Malzahn 2004; Nyaga, Whipple, and Lynch 2010). Using blockchains to record supply chain 
data free of errors would hold relevant supply chain members accountable and resolve disclosure 
issues, minimising the impact of conflicting objectives and increasing trust in supply chains.
N.2.2. veleLanhe to loyiRtihR ans tSanRpoSt manayement
One of the ideal applications of blockchain technology is in complex extended transportation 
networks where there are multiple modes of transportation (e.g., road, rail, air) and multiple 
transport intermediaries (e.g., 3PLs, freight forwarders, insurance providers). Such a 
transportation network includes multiple players that do not necessarily trust or even know each 
other and in most cases do not have a standardised method of sharing the transport data to 
facilitate the transport processes. Using a customised blockchain that connects these parties 
would ensure sharing the required transaction and shipment data, which are both secure and 
reliable given the inherent features of the blockchain (Forbes 2018). 
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4.3. Trade 
N.O.1. veleLanhe to RcpplC h n manayement
In reviewing the articles in the third cluster, two groups of cited articles provide notable 
discussions on the trade aspect of blockchain application in supply chain, logistics and transport 
management. The first group of papers discusses P2P trade and especially energy trade using 
blockchain technology (Kang et al. 2017; Aitzhan and Svetinovic 2018). Most of the models 
provided for P2P energy trading are based on the notion of smart contracts (Szabo 1994), which 
make bidirectional and decentralised energy trading on blockchains secure. The implications of 
such applications to facilitate P2P energy (especially green energy) trading among supply chain 
tiers not only contributes to sustainable energy consumption in supply chains but also saves on 
energy and utility costs across supply chains (Saberi et al. 2018). The second group of papers in 
this cluster builds on the concept of crypto trading, cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and the 
economics of blockchain technology to facilitate the transfer of funds withi
et al. 2015; Davidson, De Filippi, and Potts 2016), which can be applied to supply chain 
networks for various payment purposes (e.g., overseas payment) including supply chain finance 
(for more details, see Babich and Hilary 2018).
N.O.2. veleLanhe to loyiRtihR ans tSanRpoSt manayement
With the rise of China’s One Belt One Road (OBOR) initiative and considering the many 
countries in Eurasia, Africa and Oceania involved in the project, applying a trustless and 
immutable distributed ledger technology for streamlining logistics and transport operations has 
already been considered by the Chinese Government. The Belt and Road Blockchain 
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Consortium, launched in 2016 in Hong Kong2, primarily uses blockchain technology to provide 
Shariah-compliant provenance and to ensure the greening of OBOR. Another critical aspect of 
the successful implementation of the OBOR project is funding construction projects across more 
than 56 countries. With the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank being a major sponsor of such 
projects across the OBOR region, there will need to be a fast and efficient way of transferring 
funds across borders for various construction projects. With the successful implementation of 
blockchain technology to transfer funds across borders in significantly less time and with lower 
costs compared to traditional methods (such as the Interbank Information Network project by JP 
Morgan Chase (Morgan 2017)), blockchain technology sounds like a viable option for funding 
projects across OBOR. Another aspect of blockchain technology that can facilitate trade across 
OBOR is the use of a unified currency such as a cryptocurrency to reduce transaction costs and 
create a single trade market for OBOR countries (Tam 2017).
4.4. Traceability/Transparency
N.N.1. veleLanhe to RcpplC h n manayement
The traceability of inventory and information transparency are the main themes of the fourth 
identified cluster in our co-citation analysis. While traceability aims to answer the 
’ questions of inventory transfer in supply chains, transparency attempts to 
shed light on t ple, how a product is sourced, how it is processed by 
suppliers and how it is handled while being transported (IBM 2017). With the ever-increasing 
rate of globalisation and the expansion of supply chains all over the world, developing 
transparent operations is pivotal to ensuring environmental sustainability and social 
2 https://www.beltandroadblockchain.org/
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responsibility (Mol 2015; Garcia-Torres et al. 2019). Transparency is at the core of developing 
sustainable supply chains (Carter and Rogers 2008) and can be achieved if the right tools and 
measures are applied to end-to-end sustainable supply chain management (Beske-Janssen, 
Johnson, and Schaltegger 2015). Early use of RFID tags and online verification codes in supply 
chains has been argued to help with transparency and sustainability in supply chains. 
Nevertheless, the validity and security of this data cannot be ensured unless the cryptographic 
features of blockchains are put to use. In this way, blockchains will be the core facilitating 
technology ensuring traceability and thus transparency in supply chains by tracking the social 
and environmental conditions across supply chain tiers (Adams, Kewell, and Parry 2018). Saberi 
et al. (2018) argue that in order to ensure sustainability and ethical business conduct in supply 
chains, blockchains can help increase traceability of inventory and transparency through, among 
other means, coupling blockchains with RFID, maintaining the accountability of supply chain 
partners towards their social and environmental responsibilities and helping trace the carbon 
footprint of supply chains accurately.
Another aspect of achieving traceability in supply chains is the traceability of inventory, 
especially food traceability, across supply chains using blockchains. When it comes to food 
safety and traceability, the WHO estimated in 2015 that, globally, one in 10 people contract 
foodborne diseases, which results in 420,000 deaths every year (WHO 2015). One of the main 
reasons behind food contamination is the lack of traceability and transparency in the food supply 
chain, which makes it prone to manipulation of food sources for profit maximisation or results in 
a lack of standards for handling and storing food (Crossey 2018). A recent success story where 
blockchains were used to identify contaminated food is Walmart employing IBM’s Blockchain 
Platform, where information on the food source is collected at the farm, and in the packing 
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houses and transportation systems using smart IoT devices, and then stored on blockchain 
(Ivanov, Dolgui, and Sokolov 2018). By scanning a code on the final food package that is 
handed over to customers, there is access to all this information in the IBM Blockchain Platform, 
which ensures food safety and quality (IBM 2017; Alexandre 2018). Moreover, by using 
blockchain technology, permanent records kept on the blockchain can be traced back to the main 
contaminators in the supply chain, thereby eliminating the contaminating sources from the 
supply chain (Charleb is 2017).
N.N.2. veleLanhe to loyiRtihR ans tSanRpoSt manayement
A major implication of using blockchain technology for tracking cargo is the faster processing of 
insurance claims in cases where cargo has been lost or damaged. Considering that the tracking 
data on blockchains are trustworthy and traceable to the origin of loss, insurance companies can 
process the causes of the incident, the carrier involved, the type of cargo and the validity of the 
claims faster and easier. A very recent example of such an application is the world’s first marine 
insurance platform on blockchain called Insurwave, which leverages blockchain technology, the 
Microsoft Azure analytics platform using ACORD data standards (EY 2018). Insurwave is 
designed to support half a million transactions and manage the risk of shipping for more than 
1,000 commercial vessels by connecting all stakeholders in the insuring process including third 
parties, clients, insurers and brokers. Table 2 provides a summary of the 4Ts and their 
implications for supply chains, logistics and management by enumerating the main themes and 
using cases for each cell in the table.
Table 2. Summary of 4T applications in supply chain, logistics and transport management
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Cluster 1: 
Technology
Cluster 2: Trust Cluster 3: Trade Cluster 4: 
Traceability/ 
Transparency
Supply chain 
management
Addressing IoT 
connectivity and 
security issues (e.g., 
elimination of 
counterfeit drugs)
Decentralising 
supply chain data 
using cloud 
technology and 
blockchain
Providing proof of 
identity for supply 
chain transactions 
(e.g., Securekey 
and IBM 
blockchain)
P2P energy trade 
across supply chain 
partners and 
increasing energy 
consumption 
efficiency
Using 
cryptocurrencies to 
facilitate financial 
transactions and 
supply chain finance
Ensuring 
sustainable and 
ethical supply 
chain operations
Inventory 
traceability and 
safety (e.g., IBM 
and Walmart 
food tracking 
blockchain)
Transport 
and logistics 
management
Increased 
synchronisation 
across transport and 
logistics entities 
(e.g., instant 
payments to 3PLs 
upon delivery of 
goods)
Controlling 
characteristics of 
physical 
environment during 
transport using IoT 
and smart contracts 
(e.g., cold chain of 
vaccines)
Securing inter-
vehicle 
communications
Increased trust 
between multiple 
transport 
intermediaries by 
sharing secure and 
customised 
transport data
3lohkhn 
applihationR :oS 
tSase in b3bv/
- Sharih-compliant 
provenance and 
greening of OBOR
- Financing 
construction 
projects across 
OBOR
- Cross-border 
transactions for 
transport and 
logistics processes 
through OBOR 
blockchain 
cryptocurrency
Insuring cargo 
across the 
transportation 
network (e.g., 
Insurwave by 
Microsoft, EY)
4.5. Limitations of blockchain technology
Despite current and future applications of blockchain technology in supply chains, logistics and 
transport, this technology still has caveats that limit its widespread commercialisation. Most 
blockchains today have transactional throughput (volume of transactions), latency (time required 
to add data to the blockchain) and size (bytes per transaction) constraints that make them less 
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agile than their centralised or decentralised counterparts such as Visa or Mastercard. While credit 
cards can handle on average 5,000 transactions per second, a single Bitcoin transaction might 
take a few minutes or sometimes a few days depending on the traffic in the network (Vlastelica 
2017). In addition, blockchains such as Bitcoin were primarily created to facilitate high-value 
transactions rather than high-volume transactions (Carter and Koh 2018), and in the context of 
supply chains and transport, where the volume of transactions is high, the inability of 
blockchains to fulfil such high volumes is troubling.
While this paper does not provide an in-depth analysis of the technical aspects of 
blockchains, it does consider the integration of blockchain systems with current data 
management systems in supply chain logistics and transport systems such as ERP, WMS, CRM 
and SRM to be a turning point in the wide adoption of blockchains. This technical knowledge 
should help clarify how various companies’ blockchains within a supply chain can be connected 
or merged to develop a unified blockchain system. Currently, lack of communication between 
blockchains hinders them from interoperability and therefore mass adoption to form a higher-
order and more capable data storage and analysis mechanism (Little 2018; Treat et al. 2018). 
Another constraint of blockchains is their immutability, which might hinder erasing 
erroneous data on blockchains, making the data entry to blockchains irreversible (Bloomberg 
2017; Lumb 2016). Consider, for instance, a buyer who reports that a certain product in their 
inventory is low, and when these data are entered into the blockchain a smart contract 
automatically places a purchase order for the supplier(s). If the data entered are for any reason 
incorrect, and the purchase order needs to be cancelled, erasing the ordering data from the 
blockchain is not easy and might require extra time and effort to fix the error. Moreover, there is 
always a risk that the private key of a node on the blockchain (in this context a node represents a 
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supply chain tier or a transport intermediary) gets lost or damaged and renders the blockchain 
unusable (Frauenfelder 2016). Eventually, the high costs of implementing blockchain 
technology, in addition to issues surrounding data privacy and governance, make this technology 
challenging to adopt (Kamble, Gunasekaran, and Arha 2018). Saberi et al. (2018) provide a 
conceptual framework of barriers to adopting blockchain in sustainable supply chains by 
categorising these barriers into inter-organisational barriers, systems-related barriers, intra-
organisational barriers and external barriers.
5. Discussion
5.1 Contribution
This paper is an attempt to collect and elaborate on the existing academic and industrial 
knowledge base regarding the applications of blockchains in supply chains, logistics and 
transportation. Recent attempts have been made to set the future research agenda on blockchain 
technology’s applications in supply chain management. For instance, Babich and Hilary (2018) 
investigated the research opportunities that could be further explored with regard to this topic in 
various aspects of operations management such as pSoschtion, pSohcSement, inLentoSC 
manayement, hontSahtiny, RcpplC h n SiRk manayement and scRtainaBle RcpplC h n 
manayement, to name a few. Saberi et al. (2018) set a research agenda for post-adoption of 
blockchain technology and its theoretical implications for supply chain management. They 
covered supply chain topics such as oppoStcniRm, tScRt in t  BcCeSqRcpplieS SelationR p, RcpplC 
h n yoLeSnanhe, RcRtainaBle RcpplC h n manayement and RcpplC h n SiRk manayement, and 
investigated the contributions of blockchain studies to further understanding of these topics and 
their supporting theoretical frameworks.
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While this paper acknowledges the invaluable attempts that have initiated the dialogue on the 
application of blockchains in supply chain studies, we have systematised and elaborated on these 
discussions using the proposed 4T structure and its implications for the supply chain, logistics 
and transport literature. By identifying the four main clusters (the 4Ts – technology, trust, trade, 
traceability/transparency) emerging from our co-citation analysis of the academic publications on 
this topic, we were able to expound on the implications of each of these clusters for supply chain 
and transportation networks. This condenses the (thus far) scattered literature on blockchain 
applications in logistics and supply chain management beyond the single arguments being made 
in the aforementioned review papers.  
5.2 Limitations
The theoretical limitations derive from the more inductively driven analysis allowed by the 
bibliometric cluster analysis. While four clusters emerging from the citation analysis is quite 
straightforward, the labels given are based on the interpretation of the research team. This might 
be questioned, while the 4Ts are justified against the explanatory power elaborated in the 
findings section.
This immediately links into the strengths and weaknesses of the method. Given that the 
application of distributed ledger technologies in logistics and supply chain management is an 
emerging topic, a method that is geared more towards exploring the field seems well justified. 
The documentation of its application ensures reliability, while the cluster analysis guarantees a 
high degree of internal validity. The typical shortcoming of such a method is that it only partly 
links to existing theoretical framings, for example, the application of IoT in logistics and supply 
chain management. This might open up directions for future research, which are discussed next. 
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5.3. Implications for research
By leveraging the 4T framework that we extracted from the co-citation analysis of the existing 
literature, we systematise the future research agenda in supply chain, logistics and transport 
management through the lens of the 4Ts of blockchains.
 )eh oyC: Supply chain, logistics and transport operations across all industries are 
experiencing a rapid transformation in their use of disruptive technologies (Ivanov, 
Dolgui, and Sokolov 2018). While blockchains and advanced analytics and big data 
platforms (Tan et al. 2017) are at the heart of this transformation, the development and 
adoption of hardware technologies such as IoT (Ben-Daya, Hassini, and Bahroun 2017) 
and RFID (Ngai et al. 2010) feed the required data into these platforms (e.g., Zhong et al. 
2015; Hopkins and Hawking 2018). Despite the increased interest in these topics in the 
academic literature, frameworks surrounding the adoption, integration and 
implementation of the combination of these technologies remain scarce. Case study 
research (Seuring 2008; Barratt, Choi, and Li 2011) is recommended to investigate the 
integration of hardware and software technologies into supply chain, logistics and 
transport operations. 
 )ScRt: The study of trust in supply chains and logistics, and especially trust in sharing 
information in supply chains, is a well-established area of research (e.g., Kaipia et al. 
2017; Cai, Jun, and Yang 2010; Firouzi, Jaber, and Baglieri 2016; Han and Dong 2015). 
One of the main ideas behind this stream of research is how to ensure that the Si  and 
ahhcSate information is shared among supply chain partners in a timely manner. Since 
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blockchains have been developed to perform in a tScRtleRR environment, it is expected 
that when a supply chain is using a blockchain platform to share data among supply chain 
partners, all the relevant supply chain partners have access to the same sets of data 
required to extract insights. The latter will have theoretical implications so researchers 
should consider first whether blockchains will eliminate the need for trust in supply and 
transport networks and second how the dynamics in the buyer–supplier relationship 
might change when there is not a dire need to build trust between supply chain partners. 
 )Sase: Blockchains can have significant implications for trade in global supply chains. 
First, by facilitating payments through cryptocurrencies, supply chain partners can use 
instant money transfers with lower commissions to pay for goods and services. Second, 
product ownership and transfer and the contractual arrangements for them can be 
facilitated by smart contracts (Saberi et al. 2018) so that the contract terms will be 
executed instantly after they are met. This will save on the time and costs (e.g., 
intermediaries, paperwork) required to execute contracts and carry out the terms by both 
parties. The latter, as well as changes in information sharing (Shen, Choi, and Minner 
2018; Xie et al. 2014; Shou, Zheng, and Zhu 2016), can initiate a debate in the current 
state of our knowledge on supply chain contracting and how distributed ledger 
technology can affect contracting and coordination mechanisms in supply chains.
 )SaheaBilitCM)SanRpaSenhC: The increased transparency and traceability of inventory in 
supply chains using blockchains can have multiple implications for research. First, the 
use of blockchains in inventory and capacity management can help mitigate the bullwhip 
effect (Lee 1997; De La Fuente and Lozano 2007) by sharing inventory information with 
supply chain partners that place orders across the supply chain (Babich and Hilary 2018). 
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The application of advanced analytics (Baryannis et al. 2018) to the data provided by 
blockchains can lead to better predictions of the impending risks in the supply chain and 
transport networks, and the ability to devise better customised plans to manage potential 
disruptions to these networks. Furthermore, and as mentioned earlier, one of the most 
anticipated applications of blockchains is in sustainable supply chain and transport 
operations where the data collected on blockchains can report on the environmental and 
social sustainability of supply chain partners (Saberi et al. 2018).
Finally, we would like to encourage future research to empirically investigate the 4T structure 
and the links between the 4T constructs that emerge from the application of blockchain 
technology in supply chain, logistics or transport networks. Our proposed framework is based on 
our discussion in sub-section 2.2 (Blockchain: Implementation, values and impact), where 
implementation represents the technological aspect of blockchains, LalceR indicates traceability, 
transparency and trust as the main advantages arising from the implementation of blockchains, 
and impaht refers to the effects on trade operations which contain all aspects of trade in supply 
networks that can benefit from implementing blockchain technology. Impaht 
()SaheaBilitCM)SanRpaSenhC and )ScRt) follows effective implementation ()eh oyC) and 
implementation is also a prerequisite for extracting Lalce ()Sase) from investments in blockchain 
technology (Du, Pan, Leidner, and Ying 2018). We therefore propose a hypothetical structural 
model in Figure 3, in which we assume that )eh oyC is an independent variable that increases 
)SaheaBilitCM)SanRpaSenhC in supply chain and transport networks, which in turn facilitates 
)Sase within these networks. We also assume a moderating role for )ScRt to better regulate the 
relationship between increased )SaheaBilitCM)SanRpaSenhC and )Sase. 
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Figure 3. Proposed structural model for blockchain application in supply chain, logistics and 
transport networks
6. Conclusion
Blockchain technology is still in the early stages of commercialisation and while there are many 
industry experts who believe there is a promising future for the application of this technology 
across industry, many others believe there is an inflated expectation from blockchains, which 
might in fact exacerbate the effect of the failed adoption of blockchains in industry. However, 
while there have been many failed attempts to use blockchain technology, there have also been 
many successful business cases, such as those mentioned in this paper. The latter render a rather 
optimistic view that as more progress is made in addressing the limitations of blockchains, like 
many other emerging technologies, blockchains will find their place in practice and become 
widely accepted.
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